Beauty Questions
Are you a truly beautiful woman?

1. Are you pre-occupied with your physical appearance? Are you more concerned about the way you look on the outside than the way you look on the inside?
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

2. Do you wear revealing clothes? Tight (spray painted) or skimpy clothes? Low necklines or low rise waistbands? Do you flaunt your body? Do you try to look sexy or seductive in the way you dress?
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

3. Do you wear sloppy, scrubby clothes? Do you fail to dress in a feminine manner? Do you neglect your appearance?
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

4. Are you flirtatious? Do you give men “the look” or come on to male “prospects” physically? Do you sit in their laps? Drape your arms/legs around them? Cuddle up? Use your body to entice them?
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

5. Do you seek to be a “guy-magnet?” Do you go places with the goal of attracting men? Do you size up every man you see as a potential prospect? Do you spend a great deal of time hanging out instead of busying yourself with a godly mission?
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

6. Are you aggressive in your relationship with men? Are you the pursuer? Are you the one who initiates contact? Makes all the phone calls? Asks him out? Sets the pace?
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

7. Do you put yourself in potentially compromising situations? (For example, being alone with a man in secluded cars, apartments, bedrooms, dorms, hotels, sleepovers, vacations, etc.)
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

8. Do you manipulate or scheme to “get” or control a man? Do you orchestrate situations in order to entrap or allure him? Do you resort to trickery and deceit?
   - never
   - seldom
   - occasionally
   - often
   - habitually

Look carefully then how you walk, not as wild but as wise. Ephesians 5:15
9. Do you try to verbally entice him? Are you suggestive in your speech? Do you manipulatively flatter? Or try to "smooth talk" him into doing things?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

10. Do you try to monopolize his time? Do you resent the time he commits to other relationships and pursuits? Do you clamor for his attention?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

11. Do you demand your own way? Do you pout, nag, or badger until he gives in?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

12. Are you rebellious? Do you have an independent, unbending spirit? Do you resist input from men? Do you “dig your heels in” or recoil when he tries to provide leadership or direction?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

13. Do you denigrate woman’s role as wife, mother, and homemaker? Do you regard homemaking activities such as cooking, cleaning, baking, etc. as lesser than ministry or paid employment?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

14. Do you seek, pursue and desire men more than you seek, pursue and desire Christ? Are you consumed with the goal of finding a boyfriend/husband/lover?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

15. Are you distracted with thoughts and dreams of romance? Do you play out romantic scenarios in your mind? Does the concept of “forbidden romance” (adultery/affairs) appeal to you? Do you look for romantic excitement in books, magazines, TV shows or movies?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

16. Do you physically or mentally compromise God’s standards for sexual purity? Are you involved in heavy petting, necking, or sex outside of marriage? (Or thoughts of sex outside of marriage?)

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

17. Do you use sex as a weapon to seduce or punish? Do you deny your husband (if applicable) and/or "wrong" other men by engaging in inappropriate sexual advances and/or activity?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

18. Have you been involved in a long string of relationships? Have you given your heart away often? Do you use and discard men - or do men use and discard you?

☐ never ☐ seldom ☐ occasionally ☐ often ☐ habitually

Look carefully then how you walk. not as wild’ but as wise. Ephesians 5:15
19. Do you bash males? Do you mock them, scorn them, or demean them? Do you make sarcastic jokes about them? Do you cut them down?
   □ never  □ seldom  □ occasionally  □ often  □ habitually

20. Do you neglect your spiritual well-being? Do you fail to pray together? Do you feel awkward talking about spiritual things?
   □ never  □ seldom  □ occasionally  □ often  □ habitually

21. Is your heart drawn away from the home? Is your private world disordered? Do you go out at the expense of attending to inward and home-based priorities?
   □ never  □ seldom  □ occasionally  □ often  □ habitually

22. Do you break your promises? Do you make excuses why you can’t follow through on commitments? Do you say you’ll do something and then fail to do it?
   □ never  □ seldom  □ occasionally  □ often  □ habitually

23. Do you feel entitled to having your desires met? Do you feel that you have a right to be happy – even at the expense of violating God’s standards?
   □ never  □ seldom  □ occasionally  □ often  □ habitually

24. Do you resist correction? Do you resent it when your parents or friends give you input and feedback? Do you think your behavior is nobody else’s business?
   □ never  □ seldom  □ occasionally  □ often  □ habitually

25. Do you interact with men the way Hollywood says you should? Does your womanhood “blend-in” to the status quo? Do your unsaved neighbors, friends, and co-workers fail to notice or comment that your attitude toward men and male-female relationships is different?
   □ never  □ seldom  □ occasionally  □ often  □ habitually

So what do you think? – When it comes to beauty, are you a Girl-Gone-Wise or a Girl-Gone-Wild? Is your behavior in line with what the Lord deems beautiful, or is it more in line with what He deems beastly?

If you like, you can tabulate your “Wildness” index. Give yourself 0 points for each “Never”. 1 for each “seldom”, 2 for each “Occasionally”, 3 for each “Often”, and 4 for each “Habitually.” How many “strikes” do you get out of a possible 100? The more strikes you get, the more “wild” you are.

There’s a measure of wildness in most of us that needs taming!